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Video: Hacked Dutch Government Data Shows
Suppressed COVID-19 Vaccine Injuries and Excess
Deaths. “They Knew About Vaccine Injuries”
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In story first reported by the U.K.’s Jim Ferguson, hacked data from the Dutch government
shows that the E.U. Globalists went after the children and afterwards hundreds of vaccine
injuries were reported all across the Netherlands and the EU.

Why didn’t we hear about it?

Turns out they hid the information and then covered-up the data from the public and then
more people were injured.

Dutch Freedom Fighters and Truth Seekers, former Dutch Parliamentarian and business
entrepreneur Wybren van Haga, Businessman and Data expert Wouter Aukema and Anne
Merel Kloosterman who is representing many vaccine injured join Redacted to share this
story.
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Our thanks to Dr. William Makis for bringing this to our attention.
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